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Seed Portfolio Optimiser 

The Seed Portfolio Optimiser is a bespoke tool that enables the Seed Team to construct optimal blended portfolios given a 

set of inputs. The Optimiser simulates a vast range of possible portfolios and calculates the risk, return, consistency and 

blending characteristics of each before making a recommendation. 

 

When constructing blends, the Seed Team combines this optimisation output with the qualitative and quantitative research 

done on the underlying funds to arrive at the final blend weights.  
 

 
Understanding the Inputs 
 

The Seed Team starts with the complete universe of listed unit trusts when selecting candidate funds for a specific blend. 

 

For example, all ASISA Multi Asset High Equity category funds are considered for our Balanced blends. A quantitative screen 

then eliminates funds with undesirable characteristics, such as short track records, high risk levels and very volatile return 

profiles. 

 

Finally, our qualitative due diligence process includes face-to-face meetings with the portfolio managers to better understand 

their process and philosophy.  

 

A final list of around 6 funds are used as inputs to the Optimiser, with minimum and maximum weights specified for each 

fund. These inputs result in a total of nearly 18,000 possible portfolios when using 5% increments for each portfolio weight. 

 

 
 

 

Possible Combinations 
 

The chart below illustrates the six building blocks and the range of possible combinations in risk-return space. The selected 

underlying building blocks have all outperformed the ASISA Multi Asset High Equity benchmark over the last 5 years, albeit 

at different levels of risk. 

 

The benefits of blending funds with low alpha correlations becomes quite clear – although some of the underlying 

components are in the high risk/high return space, the combinations all manage to reduce risk while not sacrificing much 

return. 

 

6 funds

5-year time period

Min weight: 0%

Max Weight: 35%
18,000 possible combinations
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Optimisation Factors 

Most optimisation tools focus on a single factor, such as high return, low risk or high Sharpe ratio, when selecting a 

recommended portfolio. The Seed Optimiser, however, considers a range of ten factors across the risk and return spectrum 

that encompass what we consider the desirable features of a portfolio. 

 

 

 

 

Optimiser Results 

The Optimiser calculates the optimal building block weights in order to maximise each of the factors above. The Seed Team 

then determines which of the ten factors to underweight or overweight when selecting the final blend weights. 

For example, when constructing a conservative blend, Risk Management and Consistency will be emphasised, while an 

aggressive blend will be biased towards High Return and Risk-Adjusted Return.  
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The Seed Portfolio Optimiser provides valuable insight into the (sometimes unforeseen) results when blending funds with 

different processes and return profiles together. It enables the Seed Team to consider a wide range of factors and make 

informed, quantitatively-backed decisions when determining blend weights. Ultimately, it allows our experts to capture the 

benefits of diversification and produce more robust, efficient portfolios.  

As a Seed Partner Broker, you have the benefit of this process in your investment advice process via our monthly Short List. 

Should you have any additional questions, please drop me an email on adriaan@seedinvestments.co.za. 

As we continue to unpack all the components of the multi-faceted Seed Plug n Play Solution, we look forward to taking your 

Advisory to the next level! Our door is always open, and we would love to hear from you!  

 
Kind regards, 

 

 

Adriaan Giessing CFA 

Head of Distribution 
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DISCLAIMER 

 

Seed Investment Consultants is an Authorised Financial Services Provider in terms of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act (Act No. 37 of 

2002). The laws of the Republic of South Africa shall govern any claim relating to or arising from the contents of this document. This document may not be 

amended, reproduced, distributed or published without the prior consent of Seed Investment Consultants. 

  

No guarantee is provided as to the values of any financial product mentioned in this document. All illustrations, forecasts, information and opinions provided 

within this document are of a general nature and are not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or entity. This document does 

not  constitute  a solicitation, invitation or investment recommendation. While we endeavour to provide accurate and timely information, all illustrations, 

forecasts or hypothetical data are not guaranteed and are provided for illustrative purposes only. We make no representation or warranty, expressed or 

implied with respect to the correctness, accuracy or completeness of the illustrations, forecasts, information or opinions. No party should act upon such 

information or opinion without obtaining the appropriate professional and specialised financial, legal and tax advice based upon a thorough examination of 

their particular situation. Seed Investment Consultants will not be held liable for any direct or consequential loss or damage suffered by any party as a result 

of that party acting on or failing to act on the basis of information or opinion provided by or omitted from this document.  

 

The value of financial products can increase as well as decrease over time depending on the value of the underlying securities and market conditions. 

Changes in exchange rates may have an adverse effect on the value price or income of any product.  

 

Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Performance has been calculated using net NAV to NAV numbers with income 

reinvested. The performance for each period shown reflects the return for investors who have been fully invested for that period. Individual investor 

performance may differ as a result of initial fees, the actual investment date, the date of reinvestments and dividend withholding tax. Full performance 

calculations are available from the manager upon request.  

 

Prescient Management Company (RF) (Pty) Ltd are registered and approved under the Collective Investment Schemes Control Act (No.45 of 2002). 

Collective Investment Schemes in Securities (CIS) should be considered as medium to long-term investments. There is no guarantee in respect of capital 

or returns in a portfolio. CIS’s are traded at the ruling price and can engage in scrip lending and borrowing. The CIS may borrow up to 10% of the market 

value of the portfolio to bridge insufficient liquidity. A CIS may be closed to new investors in order for it to be managed more efficiently in accordance with 

its mandate. CIS prices are calculated on a net asset basis, which is the total value of all the assets in the portfolio including any income accruals and less 

any permissible deductions (brokerage, STT, VAT, auditor’s fees, bank charges, trustee and custodian fees and the annual management fee) from the 

portfolio divided by the number of participatory interests (units) in issue. Forward pricing is used. In the event that specific CIS in securities are mentioned 

please refer to the relevant Minimum Disclosure Document in order to obtain all the necessary information in regard to that unit trust. In rare instances 

redemption transactions may be subject to a redemption fee. The applicable Prospectus and Key Investor Information Document will be made available 

upon request. 

 

Please note that there are stipulated cut-off times for all documents, notifications of deposit, investment, redemption and switch applications. These cut-

off times are product or fund specific and the applicable guidelines have been stipulated on the relevant supporting or transaction documents, application 

forms and Minimum Disclosure Documents. Where all required and supporting documentation is not received before the stated cut off  time no service 

provider shall not be obliged to transact at the net asset value price as agreed to. Prices are published daily and are available on the Prescient website at 

www.prescient.co.za.  

 

Investors should at all times remain aware of the risks involved in the buying or selling of any financial product. Where foreign securities are included in a 

portfolio there may be potential  constraints on liquidity and the repatriation of funds, macroeconomic risks, political risks, foreign exchange risks, tax risks, 

settlement risks, and potential limitations on the availability of market information. The investor hereby acknowledges the inherent risk associated with any 

selected investments and that there are no guarantees (Paragraph 6(2)(f) of BN92). The Manager retains full legal responsibility for any third-party named 

portfolio (Paragraph 6(1)(g) of BN92). 

 

For any additional information please visit our website on www.seedinvestments.co.za. 
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